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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - LIVING HOTELL

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A new hotel complex is taking shape at the municipality of Botkyrka in the south of Stockholm,
the capital of the Kingdom of Sweden. The hotel is considered to be the first that carries a different DNA of hospitality services and a signature of the Scandinavian trends and lifestyle at the
heart of its development.
The complexity of the project lays in its sharp simplicity. A 4 star mixed use hotel with its own
real estate investment, and a Brand that is managed through the operating company, and
spread around the world.
Living Hotell is a mixed use of 195 keys consisting not only of a combination of twin, double
and suites but also 30 long stay residences with their dedicated entrance. The hotel also have
a separate, but bridge connected multi-purpose hall with a 400 guests capacity to cater to the
large conferences and events highly required at the vicinity of the city. The public areas and
outlets are consisting of a coffee corner with the lobby lounge, a bar, an all-day restaurant with
an additional external entrance, meeting rooms as well as a sky bar. Additional retail specialised
for the brand, a Gym and Fitness center as well as parking lots for 143 cars are all part of the
Living Hotell complex.
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The Hotel is to be managed independently by establishing an operating company to carry the
brand of Living Hotell with the aim of exporting it to the world through Scandinavia and the main
trendy capitals of Europe such as Amsterdam, Berlin, Barcelona, Dubai and the Middle East.
It serves as a window to export Scandinavian trends and life style and to ensure the operation
and standards of all new hotels which shall be all individuals in their design but carries the spirit
collectively.
The land has been purchased, permissions obtained and construction is set to start as soon
as finance is in place.
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THE DEVELOPER
LIVING DESIGN

Living Design was incorporated in
Stockholm, Sweden 30 years ago
and has since then grown from
being a provincial Interior Design
Company to one of Europe’s leading Interior Design Studios, having
completed over 250 international
projects in the hospitality industry.

Living Design grundades i Stockholm för över 30 år sedan och har
sedan dess vuxit från att vara ett
lokalt inredningsföretag till att bli ett
av Europas ledande inom inredning
efter att ha genomfört över 250 internationella projekt inom hotellindustrin.

The company’s winning formula
has been to develop strong relationships with its clients; we understand their business, and the importance of brand perception, and
their budgets. Coupled with this,
we have a deep understanding that
we are creating environments to be
enjoyed by our clients’ customers:
real people

Bolagets vinnande koncept har varit att utveckla starka relationer med
sina kunder, ha stor förståelse för
verksamheten och vikten av ett varumärke samt att kunna möte kundens budget. Utöver detta har vi en
djup förståelse för hur man skapar
miljöer som kan avnjutas av våra klienters kunder: riktiga människor.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
LIVING HOTELL

No. of Keys:

195 Keys including: 162 Standard Rooms + 3 Suites + 18 Long Stay Residence Type 1 + 12 Long Stay Residence Type 2

Category of rooms:

Cozy: Single King Size Bed. Floor 2 - 17th
Loft: Double with Single Size Bed.
The Chalet: The Suite of the hotel with a King Size Luxury Bed, Video Projector and a Beautiful View. Level 14-16.

No of Long Stays:

30 Long Stay Residence (serviced apartment or Long Stay Residence hotel apartment). Long Stay Residence varies from,
1 bedroom and 2 bedroom apartments for long lease with all the services that you should expect from a hotel behind, and
will also include a fully functional kitchenette.

Public Facilities:

Main Entrance & Reception (the live entrance that is a city in a city) - Ground Floor
All Day Restaurant (with external entrance) - First Floor
Hotel Bar - Ground Floor
Lobby Lounge & Coffee Corner (for our travelers that need that little extra coziness!) - Ground Floor
Executive Meeting Rooms & Pre Function Area (for small groups that require a working space small but efficient).
Conference rooms that can be extended or just sold as separate. - First Floor
Separate Entrance for Long Stay Residence - Ground Floor
Ballroom & Multi Purpose Hall (for external rent and shall cover up to 400 pax) - Connection bridge from all Public Facilities

Commercial Areas:

Gym & Fitness Center including Manicure Studio on 2 Floors
Shopping arcade The shops at Living Hotell shall also be a global concept where guests can find all about Sweden in culinary, food and beverage and where it becomes a way to fall in love with Sweden and the Scandinavian life style.
Parking Space for at least 140 cars- distributed in Surface and undercover parking
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HOTEL

LOCATION & UNIQUENESS
LIVING HOTELL is strategically located in the very heart of the gate to Stockholm, on the main European highway E4 south of Stockholm. The access to & from the hotel is ideal to the highway on both
directions north and south. The hotel complex shall be a “land mark” for the area where plans indicate
rapid growth via development in the next 10 years.
FROM THE SOUTH side of the project there is a vibrant shopping area with big names such as Bauhaus, ICA Maxi among other highly decorative names, and from the north, the largest IKEA in Sweden
as well as the complex of Heron City. The Stockholm underground station named “Hallunda” is just 150
m away from the hotel site connecting all guests to the city center with less than 20 min ride.
THE UNIQUENESS of the Hotel complex is that it’s responding to the business community through the
mix of rooms and long stay residences serving multi-national companies such as VW Group Sweden,
Astra Zeneca, Scania & Tetra pack HQ. It also respond to the very high demand of multi-function halls
and wedding ballrooms at that municipality. Fitness facilities and rentable parking spots ensure stable
income for the property.
THE HOTEL expected clients are young travellers, transiting corporate clients of the municipality. The
hotel is situated mid-way to Skavsta Airport, the southern fast growing airport serving Stockholm.

Basic Facts:

Location of the hotel:			
Land size:
Total built-up area incl. Garage:
Total net area:
No. of rooms/suites/ long stay residences:
Master Plan
Construction permissions:
Construction start time:
Land Contract:
Projected date of operation
Land coordinates:
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Stockholm, Sweden
10,257m2
16.700 m2
13.702 m2
195
Approved Sept 14
On completion of finance
Expected Q1 - 2016
Secured and Signed
22 month from start of construction
N 59° 14.6525’, E 17° 50.1567
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LIVING HOTELL

LIVING HOTELL LOCATION
& PROXIMITY
N 59° 14.6525’, E 17° 50.1567

Hotel to Stockholm Center:
Hotel to Södertälje:			
Hotel to IKEA: 			
Hotel to Shopping Center: 		
Hotel to Botkyrka Center:		
Hotel to Subway: 			
Hotel to Arlanda Airport:		
Hotel to Skavsta Airport:		
Hotel to Bromma Airport:		

20 km
16 km
7.5 km
1.5 km
1 km
0.15 km
60 km
85 km
23 km

IKEA

LIVING HOTELL
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THE MARKET
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Stockholm - The Capital of Scandinavia is a brand-

protected slogan used by Stockholm Business Region in its
international marketing of the Stockholm Region.
Stockholm is the largest city in the largest country, located
in the heart of Scandinavia with excellent communications.
It is the region´s economic and financial center with the largest stock market, the largest number of multinational companies and the greatest gross region product (GRP).
Stockholm is also a prominent Scandinavian city in terms of
culture, entertainment and attractions, as well as a center
for music production.

STOCKHOLM

THE CAPITAL OF SCANDINAVIA
THE CAPITAL city is turning into an international metropolis
and is handling the fierce competition successfully. Stockholm has been named fDi Magazine’s European Region of
the Future 2012/13 in competition with 110 other regions.
Out of seven categories, Stockholm finished first in quality
of life, second in business-friendliness, third in economic
potential and fourth in infrastructure.
STOCKHOLM IS PREDICTED to be the eighth most competitive city in the world in 2025, according to the Economist
Intelligence Unit’s (EIU) report “Hot Spots 2025: Benchmarking the Future Competitiveness of Cities” 120 cities
worldwide were ranked based on their projected ability to
attract capital, business, talent and tourists. In another report by the EIU last year, Stockholm was ranked sixth out
of 70 cities in their adjusted livability ranking, which takes
into consideration the cities’ spatial characteristics, such
as green space and pollution.
STOCKHOLM also received the European Union’s first
ever Green Capital award in 2010. Stockholm came fifth
place in PWC’s study, Cities of Opportunity 2012, in which
27 major cities in the world were ranked in terms of their
attractiveness and growth potential. Stockholm finished
first in two out of ten categories: health, safety and security, and intellectual capital and innovation.
IN MERCER’S annual ranking of the best cities in the
world, Stockholm was last year ranked 18’h out of 220 in
terms of infrastructure and 19’h out of 221 with respect to
quality of life.
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COMMUNICATIONS

STOCKHOLM IS NEVER FAR AWAY
Air

24.3 million Passengers travelled via one of Stockholm’s three airports in 2012. Arlanda Airport accounted for
81 percent of the traffic and accommodates 86 airlines, which serve 163 destinations worldwide. Six additional
long-distance flights to Asia and South Africa will open in the near term. Bromma Airport with primarily domestic
flights and Ryan Air’s Skavsta Airport accounted for the remaining 9 and 10 percent of the traffic.

STOCKHOLM TO:
MOSCOW			
LONDON			
DUBAI				
NEW YORK			
BEIJING			

2H
2H 40 MIN
6H 30 MIN
8H 30 MIN
8H 30 MIN

International flights dominate the air traffic in Stockholm. In 2012, 66 percent of passengers came from European
cities, 6 percent from the rest of the world and 28 percent were domestic.
The volume at Stockholm’s airports has increased by 36 percent during the last decade. International passengers from both inside and outside Europe have increased by over 60 percent, while the domestic volume has
slightly decreased.

Sea

The Port of Stockholm has extensive ferry traffic to and from Finland, Russia and the Baltic States. The passenger volume totaled over nine million last year, of which the majority travelled on the Stockholm-Turku route.
According to a survey by WSP, ferry passengers contributed SEK 5.1 billion in direct consumption to Stockholm
County in 2008. This is equivalent to 22 percent of the county’s tourist revenue. The average passenger stayed
2 to 3 days during their visit in Stockholm and spent SEK 1,150 per day. About 345,000 hotel rooms were occupied by ferry passengers in 2008. 272 cruise ships called at the Port of Stockholm in 2012, with 51 turnarounds
and a passenger volume of 469,000. The average cruise passenger spends on average SEK 1,200 per day in
Stockholm. In total, they contributed around SEK 500 million in tourist revenue to Stockholm Country in 2012.

STOCKHOLM TO:
TURKU			
HELSINKI			
TALLINN			
RIGA 				
ST.PETERSBURG		

10H 30 MIN
15H 55 MIN
15H 15 MIN
17 H
39 H

Rail

Stockholm has frequent train departures and many direct routes to destinations all over Scandinavia. 80 percent
of all train journeys in Sweden begin or end in Stockholm. About 1,100 trains and 200,000 passengers pass
through Stockholm Central Station every day. The construction of the Stockholm City Line has been initiated in
order to increase the train capacity even further.
The Stockholm City Line will be a six kilometer-long commuter train tunnel beneath Stockholm inner city with two
new stations at Odenplan and T-Centralen. When it is completed in 2017, the track capacity in Stockholm will
have doubled and trains will be able to run more frequently and be more likely to be on time.

STOCKHOLM
STOCKHOLM TO:
GOTHENBURG		
MALMÖ			
COPENHAGEN		
OSLO 				
UMEÅ 			

3H 6 MIN
4H 29 MIN
5H 2 MIN
5H 55 MIN
6H 23 MIN

GOTHENBURG
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Stockholm Country has
the 10th highest GRP per capita
of Europe’s 280 regions.
GRP RANKING
STOCKHOLM

The gross regional product (GRP) of Stockholm Country totalled
SEK 999 billion in 2010, an increase of 39% in real terms since
2000. Per capita, it amounted to SEK 486,000, which was 37%
higher than the national average.
Stockholm Country has the 10th highest GRP per capita of
Europe´s 280 regions in 2010. It was 68% higher than the average in the European Union.
Stockholm Country accounted for 30% of Sweden´s GRP (SEK
3,338 billion) in 2010. Properties and corporate services contributed 20% of the country´s GRP, followed by transport and
communications with 13%.
Rank		
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		
9		
10		

Region					
Inner London				
Luxembourg				
Reg. Bruxelles				
Hamburg					
Oslo & Akershus				
Ile de France				
Groningen					
Bratislavsky kraj				
Prague					
Stockholm					

EU27=100
328
266
223
203
192
180
180
176
172
168

Ranking of regions in Europe based on GRP per capita (adjusted to purchasing power)
relative to EU27.2010.
Source: Eurostat.
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Stockholm a destination for both
business & leisure
TOURISM

BUSINESS & LEISURE
Visitors to Stockholm Country spent over SEK 26.3
billion in 2012. Commercial accommodation accounts
for more than one third, a source of revenue that has
increased by 113 percent during the last 10 years.

The Stockholm Visitors

28 million overnight stays were made in Stockholm country last year, of which commercial accommodation such as
hotels, hostels, holiday villages and campsites accounted
for 10.7 million. Stockholm country was thus the tenth
most attractive destination in Europe.
Foreign visitors accounted for one third of the commercial overnight stays, 52 percent coming from parts of Europe outside the Nordic countries. They were dominated
by Germans, British and Americans, but several Asian
countries such as China, Japan and India showed strong
growth.
Hotels accounted for 9.2 million overnights stay in 2012,
an increase of 54 percent since 2002. During that period,
their share of Stockholm Country’s accommodation market has increased from 20 to 33 percent.
Stockholm Country is a destination for both business and
leisure travelers, they account for almost an equal number
of hotels overnight stays. The average hotel guest stays
about 1.7 nights during his or her visit to the country and
spends SEK 1,775 per day.
More precisely, business travelers spend on average SEK
2,150 per day and leisure travelers SEK 1,412. This includes all expenses in Stockholm Country, but not costs
for travel to or from the destination. The equivalent expenditure in Stockholm city is SEK 2,304 and SEK 1,467 for
business and leisure respectively.
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EVENTS & ATTRACTIONS
INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS

Events & Attractions
Stockholm Country has many stadiums suitable for events.
The newest additional are Friends Arena with 50,000 seats,
which opened in 2013 and Tele2 Arena with 30,00 seats,
which opened in August the same year.
The country has also much to offer in terms of culture, sights
and attractions, Kulturhuset, Stadsteatern was the most
popular attraction in 2012 with 2,9 million visitors. Skansen
and Wasa Museum attracted 1,4 and 1,2 million visitors respectively, thus being the most popular museums. The archipelago tours also attract a lot of visitors.

International meetings
Stockholm was host 93 international meetings of associations, which close to 72,000 participants, in 2011. According
to ICCA (international congress and conversation association) this corresponds to fifth place in the world in term of the
number of participants and 17th in terms of the number of
meetings.
The convention delegates stay on average three days in the
country and spend SEK 5,200 per day. This amount also includes expenses of exhibitors and sponsors. The total economic impact of such meeting in Stockholm Country amounts
of SEK 1,4 billion annually.
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BOTKYRKA MUNICIPALITY

THE BOTKYRKA of the future is an inspiring place full of opportunities. Contrast, creativity and curiosity create the
best conditions for a sustainable future.

GEOGRAPHY

THE BOTKYRKA MUNICIPALITY DISTRICT lies between Stockholm and
Södertälje and covers a total area of 197
km2. The municipality is divided into districts Alby, Fittja, Hallunda Norsborg, Tullinge & Tumba-Grödinge.
The municipality is bounded by
the Lake Mälaren to the north and
extends to the Baltic sea in the
south and it contains many
natural regions and nature
reserves.

SUPPLY

EXISTING SUPPLY OF HOTEL ROOMS

Supply is concentrated to the mid-scale and upscale segments and dominated by fullservice hotels.
The hotel market in Stockholm inner city comprises 107 hotels with a total of 14,054
rooms. More than half of the properties have fewer than 100 rooms, while 11 have more
than 300 rooms. The largest hotels are Clarion Hotel Sign and Clarion Hotel Stockholm,
with 558 and 532 rooms respectively.
Supply is highly concentrated to the mid-scale and upscale segments, in which 82 percent of all rooms are positioned.
Stockholm offers few alternatives in the extremes of the once spectrum only 358 rooms
are positioned In the luxury segment and 542 rooms in the budget segment, which add
up to JUST over 6 percent of total room supply.
The hotel market is also homogeneous in terms of service level. 72 percent of total room
supply comprises full-service hotels. Some offer a few rooms for extended-stay guests,
but there are only three actual extended-stay facilities in the inner city. All are located outside of the CBD, are positioned in the mid scale segment and have 355 rooms in total.
18 different brands are represented in Stockholm Inner City and they offer 68 percent of
total room supply Scandic and Best Western are the most dominant brands with 9 and
7 properties respectively. Nordic Choice Hotels has also a strong presence as they run
5 properties under 3 brands and 2 as unbranded.
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HISTORIC SUPPLY
STOCKHOLM

There were 73 hotels in Stockholm Inner City in 2003. The number of rooms available
per annum amounted to just over 3,1 million, which on average corresponds to 8,600
available rooms per day. Ten years later the supply has increased to about 13,800 available rooms per day.

Growth in supply

Stockholm’s additional supply during the last decade
has been homogeneous in
terms of price and service
level. Close to 5,200 rooms
have been added to the market since 2003, based on the
change in room’s availability
per annum.
41 and 37 percent of the
added rooms have been positioned in the mid-scale and
upscale segments respectively and 70 percent comprised a full-service concept.

Room distribution
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Two hotels opened in Stockholm last year that diverged
from norm: Ett Hem with 12
rooms in the luxury segment
and Omena Hotel with 251
rooms in the budget segment.
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